
Launch of front of cabin seats
Introducing front of cabin seats in Economy Class. Along with two by-two seats 
and seats with more legroom, passengers will be able to select seats in the first 
five rows of the cabin for a nominal fee. The benefits of front of cabin seats 
include quicker meal service, reduced engine noise and earlier deplaning.

Launch of the front of cabin seats category: April 16, 2019

2018 World’s Best Leisure Airline Vacation is calling

Legend:
Front of cabin seats: Passengers in 
these seats enjoy quicker meal service, 
reduced engine noise and earlier 
deplaning, as well as the comfort  
of standard Economy Class seats.
Two-by-two seats: This option is ideal 
for passengers travelling in pairs. They 
enjoy the comfort of standard Economy 
Class seats.
Seats with more legroom: These seats 
offer passengers more space for their 
legs as well as the comfort of standard 
Economy Class seats.

Canada South Europe

Seat selection 1-way
Standard seats $10 $25 $30

Two-by-two seats $15* $40 $45

Seats with more legroom $25 $50 $90

Front of cabin seats $15* $40* $45*

Option Plus 1-way
Standard seats N/A $54.50 $79.50

Two-by-two seats N/A $69.50 $94.50

Seats with more legroom N/A $79.50 $139.50

Front of cabin seats N/A $69.50* $94.50*

*New costs
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Example of a cabin plan
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Front of cabin seats
Passengers in these seats enjoy 
quicker meal service, reduced 
engine noise and earlier 
deplaning, as well as the 
comfort of standard 
Economy Class seats.
Individual 9" touch screens

Two-by-two seats
This option is ideal for 
passengers travelling in pairs. 
They enjoy the comfort of 
standard Economy Class seats. 
Individual 9" touch screens 

Club Class
Passengers in Club Class 
can relax in an exclusive 
cabin with spacious and 
comfortable seats and 
personalized service.
Individual 12" touch screens

Seats with 
more legroom
These seats offer passengers 
more space for their legs as 
well as the comfort of 
standard Economy Class seats.
Individual 9" touch screens

ExitStandard seats
Ergonomic Italian-leather seats.
Individual 9" touch screens

Airbus A330-300 - 375 seats


